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Greetings from the Chair
2003-2004 has been a stimulating year, with
much more to come! At the time of the Fall Newsletter, we were able to report the success of our Fall
Colloquium on “History, Politics, and Medieval Romance,” with invited speakers Scott Kleinman of
California State University, Northridge, and Richard
Barton of University of North Carolina, Greensboro,
and we were looking forward to our Winter Conference on “Cultural Conflicts and Collaborations in the
Middle Ages” on January 31. The work of the speakers and respondents at the Winter Conference dovetailed more fully and productively than even I had
anticipated when issuing invitations to our illustrious
guests. You’ll find details in Jessica Murphy’s article
on pages two and three.
Spring term is going to be very busy. The chief
event will be the Third Annual Graduate Student
Conference, on “Self, Community, and Artifact in
the Middle Ages.” This day-long event will be held
at the Centennial House on April 17 and feature as
plenary speaker R. Allen Shoaf, founding editor of
Exemplaria. He will discuss Chaucer’s Troilus, Henryson’s Testament, and the status of women in 14thand 15th-century culture, and he is generously giving
us his time Friday through Monday for an additional
seminar-type discussion. The graduate student lineup of speakers can be seen on our website.
In addition to this exchange of ideas centered
on the work of our bright and energetic graduate students, at least four other speakers round out our
spring schedule. Robin Fleming, a UCSB Ph.D. and
historian
of
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on April 1 (no

fooling!). Ian
Michael, Fellow of Exeter
College, Oxford, scholar
of
medieval
Spanish literature and of
books as such,
will speak on
Toledo’s culture of the three faiths and so-called Mudéjar literature and society from the 12th to 15th centuries on
April 27. And Gabor Klaniczay and R. I. Moore will
both give talks in May, details re. specific date and
topic will be posted. I think we’re going to be exhausted but happy.
Thanks are due for this wealth of programming. For financial support, we are grateful to the
College of Letters and Science, especially the HFA
division and Dean David Marshall, the Interdisciplinary Humanities Center, the Departments of English,
History, History of Art and Architecture, French and
Italian, Spanish and Portuguese, and Women’s Studies.
I’d also like to thank Zia Isola for her assistance with conference arrangements, Corinne Wieben for our smashing website, Bethanie Petersen and
Jeannie Provost for this newsletter, Nicole Archambeau and Donna Beth Ellard for their continuing
work on the upcoming Graduate Conference, Harvey
Sharrer for his support as Vice Chair, and last, but
not at all least, Maria Perez for administrative support, Carol Pfeil for keeping our budget, and Rosa
Arlington for tracking our financial paperwork and
making sure that our guests receive timely reimbursement and honoraria. This work, while invisible
to most, is vital to the well-being of our program.
Carol Braun Pasternack
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Visiting Scholars Explore Cultural Intersections at
the Winter Conference
trating too much on the differences within the
Middle Ages may be just as stifling as the earlier approaches.
Lisa Lampert, the respondent to Ingham’s paper, discussed the sharp distinction between the way that she deals with scholarly
questions in her own work and the way that she
deals with the same issues in the classroom.
Lampert urged academics to “keep pedagogy in
the fore” in the discussion about the concept of
medieval alterity and our own approaches to the
topic.
E. Jane Burns gave the second paper of the
Audience members attend a question at the afternoon panel. From left,
the day, “Saracen Silk and the Virgin’s CheEdward English, Carol Lansing, Aranye Fradenburg, Zia Isola, Donna
mise at Chartres Cathedral: Cultural Crossings
Beth Ellard, Paulette Bartels and Jessica Murphy
in Cloth.” Burns discussed the images of the
chemise that survive on pilgrim badges from
The UCSB Medieval Studies Program held its
Chartres (predominantly depicting a western-style
2nd annual winter conference, “Cultural Conflicts
garment) together with miracle stories, which claim
and Collaborations,” on January 31, 2004. This anthat it is made of Saracen silk. Burns concluded that
nual interdisciplinary conference brings together
the story of material and clothing can also reveal the
scholars to discuss a topic from varied perspectives.
story of European trade, travel, and contact with the
This year, we enjoyed talks by four
Mediterranean.
speakers and four respondents all
Sharon Kinoshita highlighted
known for their influential work.
lighted Burns’s discussion of how
The dialogues that unfolded
ideas work across disciplinary (and
showed that scholars must keep in
sub-disciplinary) divides. Accordmind their own “conflicts and collaboing to Kinoshita, Burns’s paper
rations,” especially across disciplines.
showed “that the piety of the pilThe speakers hailed from several
grimage is not incompatible with
fields—Women’s Studies, Art History,
shopping.” Kinoshita agreed that it
History, and Literature—and emis important to keep in mind how
ployed various theoretical approaches,
the traffic in textiles can be seen as
and the audience responded enthusiasthe “staple of commerce.”
tically.
The participants reconvened after salads and
Patricia Clare Ingham, an alum of UCSB’s Degreat conversation to hear Annemarie Weyl Carr’s
partment of English, began the day with her paper,
paper, “Crusader Cyprus, Forms of Confluence in a
“Medieval Alterity.”
Through her analysis of
Complex Land,” which investigated a Cypriot funer“Floris and Blanchfleur,” a Middle English romance,
ary icon. Cyprus was an Orthodox, Greek-speaking,
Ingham revealed that recently scholars have substiindependent kingdom from 1191-1489, and a place
tuted an overemphasis on cultural differences within
of rich social diversity. Carr argued that the inforthe Middle Ages for the earlier historiographic overmation about cultural intersections that scholars can
emphasis on the differences between the Middle
glean from these funerary icons is not observable in
Ages and Modernity. Ingham suggested that concenother kinds of artifacts.

“The piety of the
pilgrimage is not
incompatible with
shopping.”

—Sharon Kinoshita
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Debra Blumenthal asked in response, “What
Speakers
are we seeing and what historical weight can it
and respondents
claim?” Blumenthal claimed that Carr’s analysis of
reassembled at
these icons ought to lead us to ask questions about
the end of the
how the tradition is evolving over time, who makes
conference for a
these icons and who commissions them, and what
lively panel disideological and religious considerations underlie
cussion.
This
their commissioning. In order to answer some of
discussion forethese questions, according to Blumenthal, one would
grounded several
need other kinds of evidence, such as receipts.
possible trajectoSteven A. Epstein’s “Faithless Franks and
ries for multidisComplex Identities in the Eastern Mediterranean”
ciplinary inquir- Steven Epstein rethinks the renegade.
focused on those renegades who made alliances that
ies into cultural
necessarily shifted according to circumstance. He
conflicts and collaborations. The panel participants
examined the making of the reneencouraged scholars to keep in mind
gade in the Crusader East from the
the force of national inheritances
twelfth to the early fourteenth cenwhen examining artifacts from long
tury.
The enterprise of the
ago. Sharon Kinoshita compared the
“Faithless Frank,” according to Epway that we look at writing—we take
stein, is ultimately a lonely one.
polemical ideas and then look for
He suggested that scholars have
them in places like art and literature—
paid too much attention to those
to future historians reading the State
who convert or refuse to convert,
of the Union address and then looking
thus ignoring those people who
for evidence of its ideas in our texts.
existed in a kind of gray zone.
The conference demonstrated
Sharon Farmer responded
the fruitfulness of interdisciplinary
that “Faithless Franks” raises imapproaches to the Middle Ages.
portant questions about medieval Annemarie Weyl-Carr finds cultural
Alongside fascinating papers from
crossings in a funerary icon.
identity formation.
Farmer
various disciplines, the energetic dispointed out that many people must have been disapcussions about how we approach our scholarship and
pointed when Jesus did not return in 1033, and she
teaching left many of us with a new perspective on
reflected on how this disappointment might have afour own academic methodologies.
fected the formation of identity in the period.
By Jessica Murphy

The Third Annual UCSB Medieval Studies
Graduate Student Conference
Self, Community, and Artifact in the Middle Ages
Saturday, April 17, 2004
Centennial House
Plenary Speaker: R. Allen Shoaf, University of Florida
Visit the website to register:
http://medievalstudies.ucsb.edu/conference2004.html

Libro del Maestro Codice 65 from the Cathedral of Piacenza, UCSB Music
Caption describing picture or graphic.
Library.
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The Faculty Times
Antonio Cortijo Ocaña (Spanish and Portuguese):
Edited eHumanista, vol. 3, 2003. He also edited,
translated and introduced Porfiar hasta morir. Persistence Until Death, and
co wrote Cartas desde
México y Guatemala
(1540-1635). El proceso
Díaz de la Reguera. He
wrote the prologue for J.
Ignacio Díez Fernández’s
Viendo yo esta desorden
del mundo. Textos literarios españoles de los
Siglos de Oro en la Colección Fernán Núñez, as well
as wrote Hermandad et
confrayria in honore de
sancte marie de transfixio.
Asistencia a pobres y
Facsimile page from The Do- piedad laica en la Corona
mesday Book, UCSB Special
de Aragón en los siglos
Collections.
XIII-XV. La cofradía o
hermandad de la transfixión de Zaragoza (13111505). This year he has been granted (together with
José Ignacio Díaz Fernández) a New Del Amo Grant
2004 to organize a conference at UCSB on Erotic
Literature. 16th and 17th Centuries Spain. The proceedings will be published by Analecta Malacitana.
Sharon Farmer (History): Gave a paper at Ohio
State in January, will present it again at University of
Southern California in April, and at the University of
Chicago in May. It’s entitled, “Low Country Ascetics and Oriental Luxuries: Jacques de Vitry and the
Treasures of Oignies.”
Jody Enders (French and Italian): Is working on two
new books: Murder by Accident: Theater, Medievalism, and Critical Intentions and Death by Drama II:
Medieval Theater on Trial. She has an article coming
out in Speculum in the Fall, “Theater Makes History:
Ritual Murder by Proxy in the Mistere de la Sainte
Hostie,” and another that she is very excited about in
Theatre Journal in May, “The Spectacle of the Scaffolding: Rape and the Violent Foundations of Medieval Drama Studies.”

Carol Lansing (History): Will read a paper,
“Notarial Doodles and the Thought World of Medieval Court Clerks,” at the Sarasota medieval conference in March.
Carol Pasternack (English): Has in press with
MRTS, Sex and Sexuality in Anglo-Saxon England:
Essays in Memory of Daniel Gilmore Calder, coedited with Lisa M. C. Weston. She also gave a paper at MLA in San Diego in December, “Sexuality in
the Late Old English Laws, or What Have Priests to
do with Sex?” Here at UCSB, in the English Department, she gave a paper on March 1, “Sex and Text,
Priest and King: Taking the Manuscript Literally in
Late Anglo-Saxon England.”
Bob Potter (Dramatic Art): Against his better judgment is getting drawn back into medieval scholarship, despite having retired in June 2001. His review
of Johanna C. Prins, trans. “Medieval Dutch Drama:
Four Secular Plays and Four Farces from the Van
Hulthem Manuscript” was published in the October
2003 issue of Speculum. He is completing an entry
on Hrosvitha for the Encyclopedia of Religion, Second Edition, and has submitted a paper on Gil
Vicente’s splendid Christmas play “La sebilia Casandra” for presentation this summer at the XI Congress
of SITM in Elche, Spain. His latest (and decidedly
non-medieval) play “The Space Between the Stars”
premiered in February 2004 at Center Stage Theater,
Santa Barbara.
Harvey L. Sharrer (Spanish and Portuguese): On
October 25, 2003 was awarded a Doutoramento
“Honoris Causa” (honorary doctorate) in letters by
the Universidade Nova de Lisboa for his
“exceptional and intellectual qualities as a university
professor and for his great contribution to the study
of Portuguese culture.” In November of 2003 he was
named a “Distinguished Alumnus” of the UCLA Department of Spanish and Portuguese and presented a
lecture for that department, “Research across Borders: Textual Cultures in the Medieval Iberian Peninsula.”
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The Graduate Student Register
Nicole Archambeau (History): Presented a paper
titled “Canonizing a Troublesome Thing” at the Medieval Academy of America’s Annual Meeting in
Seattle, April 3rd. She also organized the panel of
presenters, titled “Witness and Inquests: A Dynamic
Relationship.” Fellow panel members include Susan
Synder, Benedictine College, and Michael Goodich,
University of Haifa.
Alex Cook (English): Received the Graduate Division Dissertation Award, which she used to fund the
final research for her dissertation. She
plans to file her dissertation this September and then get ready for another year on
the job market. In addition, Alex recently
guest-lectured for Aranye Fradenburg’s
Chaucer seminar, presenting aspects of
the fourth and final chapter of her dissertation. In this chapter, she argues that
Troilus and Criseyde and The Knight’s
Tale show that courtly love discourse can
teach us more about the relationship between ethics and desire than can philosophical discourse.

Mark O’Tool (History): Continues his research in
Paris at the Quinze-Vingts and is participating in two
seminars at the Institut de Recherche et d’Histoire
des Textes, one called “Les evangiles dans les Bibles
moralisees” and the other “Paris au Moyen Age.”
Bethanie Petersen (History): Is a second-year MA
student working with Sharon Farmer. She studies
relics and saints cults in France, specifically Saint
Veronica and her Veil in Medieval France. Lately,
Bethanie has been researching the Image of Edessa
that Saint Louis purchased from the
spoils of the Fourth Crusade, Saint Veronica’s cult site in Bordeaux and the
Holy Face at Lâon. She is interested in
the dissemination of these cults and
relics, and disagrees with standard arguments that all dissemination stems
from Rome. She is also incorporating
art history into her project by tracing
the various visual depictions of Veronica’s Veil.

Tanya Stabler (History): Is researching her dissertation project (on Parisian
beguines) at the Archives de l’AssisDonna Beth Ellard (English) and Nicole
Facsimile page from the Book of
Archambeau (History): In addition to Kells, UCSB Special Collections. tance Publique and the Archives Naorganizing the Medieval Studies Spring
tionales in Paris. In December, she reGraduate Conference, will be working on a grant this
ceived a Pre-doctoral Fellowship from the UCSB
Spring for a project that combines interdisciplinary
Interdisciplinary Humanities Center.
graduate work and K-12 outreach. The project will
be a colloquium that explores a medieval text or conJennifer Stoy (English): Is preparing a dissertation
cept. Initially, grad students from different departcomparing medieval sainthood to stardom in 20thments will write papers treating an aspect of the concentury pop culture. Jennifer has recently published
cept using different theoretical and research method“Blood and Choice: The Theory and Practice of
ologies, and then they will turn their findings into a
Family on Angel” in Reading the Vampire Slayer
K-12 classroom unit. This project will be the beginfrom Tauris Press. She has also had accepted for
ning of a medieval studies grad outreach program in
publication, “Reluctant Dicks and Resistant Dames”
the Santa Barbara community. If anyone would be
for Investigating Angel, 2005. Her upcoming preseninterested in working on this project, Donna Beth
tations include “Looking for Alice Perrers” at the
and Nicole would appreciate your input.
UCSB Medieval Studies Spring Graduate Conference, “Privileging Slash” at ICFA in Ft. Lauderdale
in March, “The Perfect Girl is Dead” at the National
Nancy McLoughlin (History): Has accepted a tenure-track job at Willamette University in Salem, OrePCA in San Antonio in April, and “Fun With Virtual
gon. She will start in August of this year.
Community” at Console-ing Passions in New Orleans Memorial Day weekend.
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UCSB Special Collections Offers Exciting,
Accessible Manuscripts and Facsimiles
We don’t need to suffer through LA traffic all the
way down to the Huntington or the Getty to see exciting medieval manuscripts. The Davidson library
owns some wonderful pieces, and the staff of Special
Collections will even let you hold them in your very
own hands. Here are just a few of the gems in our
library’s collection:
Manuscripts and early printed editions
Latin Vulgate Bible, ca. 1250
A manuscript of the Latin Bible, probably illuminated in Paris in the last third of the thirteenth century, this lovely piece has many beautifully detailed
rubrics and intriguing marginalia. It’s bound in ornamented brown leather.
Vitae pontificum, 1485
This Latin edition of the Lives of the Popes is probably a reprint from a 1479 Venetian edition. It’s fullbound in vellum, with annotations
in the margins.

The Book of
K e l l s :
Luzern:
Facsimile
Verlag,
circa 1990
A
gorgeous, fullcolor bound
f ac s i m i l e,
contained
in a black
and silver
leather
presentation box.

The Great Domesday: London, Alecto Facsimile
This is a full-color lithograph facsimile, made up of
loose quires in numbered folders, held in two solander boxes.

Leaves from the Gutenberg Bible,
1450-55
The library also owns two rubricated leaves from the Gutenberg
Bible, one of which is accompanied
by a bibliographical essay by A.
Edward Newton, held in a gilt black
Morocco case. The leaves include
parts of Ezekiel chapters 37-39 and
Facsimile of the Domesday Book, UCSB Special Col42-43.
lections.
Facsimiles
The Canterbury Tales: The new Ellesmere facsimile
According to its catalog entry, “The new Ellesmere
Chaucer facsimile is limited to 250 copies. Copies
151-250 [of which our facsimile is one] are unsewn
gatherings, contained in a blue linen-covered box.”
This is a lovely facsimile of Ellesmere, with fine reproductions of the gilt, red, green, and blue illuminations and the chance to get a good look at each of the
pilgrims’ portraits, as well as to gaze at your leisure
on the lovely hand of the Ellesmere scribe.

Monk’s portrait, from facsimile of the Ellesmere
Manuscript, UCSB Special Collections.

Vita der Mathilde von Canossa:
Codex Vaticanus Latinus
A charming facsimile of a
twelfth-century manuscript of
the Latin life of Saint Mathilda
comprising two volumes, bound
in red leather and cloth. Along
with being a very appealing
piece, it’s a great tool for practicing to read a late medieval Latin
hand.

The Thorkelin transcripts of Beowulf in facsimile
Edited by Kemp Malone, this impressive facsimile is
half-bound in natural morocco.
The selections above offer a glimpse of the many
treasures in Special Collections. Our librarians can
offer much easier access to these materials than highprofile libraries like the Getty or the Huntington.
Thanks to Tony Lewis for kindly showing us these
pieces.
By Jeanne Provost
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Music Manuscripts Juxtapose Sacred and Secular Verse, and
Depict Unusual Approach to Authorship
The Music library here on campus has a
rich and varied collection of manuscripts and
facsimiles. We recently stopped by to have a
look.
Eunice Schroeder, Music Librarian,
showed us facsimiles dating from the twelfth to
the fifteenth century as an introduction to these
valuable resources. The first piece she exhibited was the Libro del Maestro, Codice 65 from
the Cathedral of Piacenza. This manuscript is
unusual in that it includes the entire repertory of
chants for the celebration of the mass as well as
the hours of the divine office. The manuscript
contains miniatures and illuminated initials and
is accompanied by commentaries in English and
Italian. The manuscript is depicted with red
rules and decorated with red and blue rubrics
about, 4 – 5 inches, at the beginning of each
Mass. This manuscript contains the standard
James Maiello and Eunice Schroeder display the Franco-Cypriot Codex.
liturgy from the twelfth century, as Charlemagne had synthesized and standardized the
Roman and Frankish liturgical practices in the eighth
lection is the Squarcialupi Codex from fifteenthcentury. Santa Barbara is only one of two UC librarcentury Florence. The Squarcialupi is unusual in that
ies to own this gem.
it is arranged by the author of the composition, rather
Another treasure
than the more standard arrangement that followed the
recently purchased by the
liturgical year. The Squarcialupi is beautifully illumusic library is the Francominated and contains a depiction of Francesco LandCypriot Codex from the fifini with a portatif organ accompanying one of his
teenth century, containing
works and the title Hice magister Francisus cecus.
repertory from the fourApparently, Master Francesco was blind. Illumiteenth century. This facsimnated manuscripts such as these were probably not
ile is not only exceptional
for everyday liturgical use, but created for elite pabecause it is from Cyprus,
trons. In addition to these beautiful facsimiles of
but also because it consists
medieval music manuscripts, the UCSB Music Liof secular as well as relibrary has many other comprehensive volumes of facgious music. The manusimiles including the Renaissance Music in Facsimscript is unique because of
ile.
The Squarcialupi, Master
the variety of musical note
Francesco, UCSB Music Library.
Medievalists interested in locating these reshapes, colors, and dots in
sources can find the works by limiting their subject
its notation; not until the twentieth century do comsearches to the Arts Library, Music, and facsimiles.
posers again use notation this complex. The Council
We would especially like to thank Eunice Schroeder
of Trent in the sixteenth century curtailed many of
for her time in presenting these fabulous pieces of
these variations in liturgical composition, including
medieval society to us and inspiring two medievalists
the simplification of the notation to make the words
to learn more about the musical culture of the period.
audible, and also removed secular material.
Another uncommon piece in the UCSB colBy Bethanie Petersen
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Scholar Spotlight

Alex Cook Reveals Chaucer’s Antiquarian Longings
Alex Cook
is a Ph.D. candidate in medieval
literature with a
specialty in Chaucer. She’s currently near to
completing
her
dissertation,
“Risking Desire:
Chaucerian Representations
of
Erotic Love and
the Pagan Past,”
under the direction of L. O.
Aranye Fradenburg, with Carol Braun Pasternack
and Julie Carlson rounding out the committee. Alex
describes her dangerously interesting project for us
below.
In 491 St. Augustine acknowledged that pagan authors could offer readers useful moral instuction, but warned of the pericula entailed in “taking
the gold out of Egypt.” This caveat inspired a Christian scholarly tradition that treated pagan texts as
sites of potentially dangerous knowledge. For medieval authors from Augustine to Chaucer, the classical
past haunted the Christian present, offering a treasury of cultural and intellectual goods that could not
be refused, but threatening to infect readers with the
contagion of pagan ideologies.
Though most Chaucer scholars suppose that
Chaucer wanted to settle his readers’ questions about
pagan thought and offer them safe ethical havens, I
argue that he refused to offer such comforts. Chaucer follows a series of writers who protect themselves from risky pagan materials by reading classical tales as exempla, collapsing the various meanings
that pagan literature might signify into narrowly
moral terms. I claim that Chaucer questions these
techniques of safety. For Chaucer, risk is a source of
the pleasure that medieval people take in contemplat-

ing their history.
I begin with the century immediately following the conversion of the Roman Empire to Christianity, when Christian scholars like Augustine identified belief in lusty pagan gods as the most dangerous
of classical doctrines. I argue that, despite the patriarchs’ warnings, both pagans and Christians found
perilous attractions in the gods’ immunity to traditional ethics.
Next, I look at Boethius’s Consolation of
Philosophy and suggest that this text testifies to the
desire for involvement with an other beyond knowledge or certainty—an involvement that necessitates
what Derrida calls “a venture into absolute risk.”
I then move on to argue that the ways that
medieval scholars interpreted the figure of Virgil and
his epic The Aeneid
show us the kinds
of risks they perceived in his doctrines, as well as
what they thought
necessary to forestall these risks. I
also explore Chaucer’s vision of the
problems that beset
the medieval poet
who confronts the
weight of the classical tradition.
I end by
discussing Chaucer’s juxtaposition
of fin’amors conventions with the pagan past. I argue that Chaucer’s pagan love poems focus on the
idea of risk itself and on his lovers’ desires for aventure, to show why classical authors’ double-edged
gifts are so appealing. Invoking a courtly economy
in which danger produces desire, Chaucer suggests
that pagan antiquity fascinated medieval scholars and
poets in part because those who studied it risked inestimable hazards.

“Despite the
patriarchs’
warnings, both
pagans and
Christians found
perilous
attractions in the
gods’ immunity to
traditional
ethics.”
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The Global Middle Ages, from
North American Cloth to Islamic Glass
Upcoming Events
Near UCSB

October 30, 2003 – July 5, 2004
Luxury Textiles East and West: Dress and Identity –
LACMA
The exhibition includes examples of textiles from
different cultures that identify the wearer’s position
in a court or merit-based tradition. Pieces date from
the fourteenth century and originate from Europe,
Asia, and North America.
March 23 – June 13, 2004
Seeking Illumination: Monastic Manuscripts, 800 –
1200 – The Getty
This display introduces texts (from the stately narrative scenes found in Ottonian liturgical books of
twelfth-century illumination at Montecassino) that
circulated in the period and the range of painted
decoration that embellished these texts.
April 17, 2004
3rd Annual UCSB Medieval Studies Graduate Student
Conference – Centennial House
Plenary Speaker: R. Allen Shoaf,
University of Florida
This year’s theme is Self, Community, and Artifact
in the Middle Ages. Presentations will represent
interdisciplinary approaches to self-perception, community awareness, and the artifacts through which
the individual and community interact.
April 29 – May 1, 2004
Petrarch and the Philosophy of Passion – UCLA,
Royce Hall
This conference commemorates the 700th anniversary
of the birth of Francesco Petrarca (1304-74). The
program is co-organized by Professors Massimo
Ciavolella (Italian, UCLA), Michael J. B. Allen
(English, and Italian, UCLA), and Roberto Fedi
(University of Perugia). Advance registration required. Contact cmrs@humnet.ucla.edu

May 4 – September 5, 2004
The Arts of Fire: Islamic Influences on the Italian
Renaissance – The Getty
The spread of Islamic ceramic and glass technologies
into Europe made possible the groundbreaking art
form that emerged from Italy in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. This exhibition of more than 40
objects is drawn from the museum’s collection as
well as from the collections of the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art and the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
May 29, 2004
California Medieval History Seminar, Spring 2004 –
Overseer’s Room, Huntington Library
Among the participants in the May 2004 seminar
will be historian Robert I. Moore, Professor of Medieval History, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Advanced Registration required, contact
cmrs@humnet.ucla.edu.
June 29 – August 29, 2004
Fit for a King: Courtly Manuscripts, 1380 – 1450 –
The Getty
At the beginning of the fifteenth century, the interchange among the princely courts of Paris, Prague,
and Milan facilitated the sharing of artistic ideas and
the emergence of a new aesthetic in the art of manuscript illumination. The refined International style—
characterized by the presence of tall, graceful figures
clothed in fashionable, courtly costumes and set
against bright, intricately patterned backgrounds—
swept across Europe, remaining popular in some locations until late in the century.
September 14 – December 5, 2004
Byzantium and the West (working title) – The Getty
This exhibition explores the interaction between
Byzantium and its eastern and western neighbors in
the Middle Ages, highlighting the manner in which
three very different regions—Germany, Italy, and
Armenia—responded to the artistic heritage of the
Byzantine Empire.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SANTA BARBARA
Medieval Studies
c/o History Department
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-9410
Fax: (805) 893 - 8975
Email: cpaster@english.ucsb.edu

http://medievalstudies.ucsb.edu/

The Third Annual UCSB
Medieval Studies
Graduate Student Conference
Self, Community, and Artifact in the
Middle Ages
Saturday, April 17, 2004

Plenary Speaker: R. Allen Shoaf
University of Florida
“Dante’s Comedy, Chaucer’s Troilus, Henryson’s Testament: A B and C — ‘a pregnant argument’ ”
Graduate Speakers:
Jessica Murphy (English), Jennifer Stoy (English), Karen Frank (History), James Maiello (Music), Jessica
Andruss (Religious Studies), Donna Beth Ellard (English). For more information and to register visit the
website:
http://medievalstudies.ucsb.edu/conference2004.html
Also, don’t miss!
Friday, April 16th at 1:30 pm, (location TBA), Medieval Studies will hold a roundtable discussion on the
topic of pedagogy in medieval studies. Professor Shoaf, graduate students, and faculty will discuss this issue by way of a few short readings. Copies will be made available soon. Stay tuned to emails for more
information! Graduate student dinner with Shoaf at 7 pm at the Sojourner.
Saturday evening, Medieval Studies will hold a potluck.
If you would like to attend the potluck, please contact Donna Beth Ellard, deeb@umail.ucsb.edu, regarding
food/drink.
If you would like to volunteer, please contact Nicole Archambeau, nambeau@umail.ucsb.edu, or Donna
Beth Ellard, deeb@umail.ucsb.edu.
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